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Abstract
Image reconstruction plays an important role for the tomographic imaging technique magnetic particle imaging
(MPI) since the measured raw data cannot be directly interpreted. Instead, one needs to invert the image formation
process, which involves the solution of an ill-conditioned linear system of equations. Currently, most MPI researchers
have implemented custom reconstruction algorithms that cannot be directly compared since the source code
is not openly available. The software package MPIReco.jl aims to change this situation by providing a reference
implementation for a variety of reconstruction algorithms. With the recently proposed magnetic particle imaging
data format and its reference implementation MPIFiles.jl we have taken the first steps towards standardised data
exchange. With MPIReco.jl we complement these initiatives to standardise the reconstruction algorithms and to
facilitate reproducible research. We chose to implement the algorithms in the programming language Julia, which
provides a high level syntax making the software accessible even for non-professional software developers. On the
other hand Julia code has a high run-time performance comparable to low-level C code. In the present paper, we
outline some of the design principles of MPIReco.jl and give an overview of the software package.

I. Introduction
Magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) are useful tracers for the
diagnosis of a variety of diseases. While the particles
enhance the contrast in magnetic resonance imaging
by affecting the T2∗ relaxation time of the measured tissue, the tomographic imaging method magnetic particle
imaging (MPI) measures the particle concentration directly and thus provides a positive contrast. Potential
applications of MPI can be found in the field of vascular imaging [1–4], in the field of targeted imaging [5–7],
and in the field of neuroimaging [8–11]. When medical
instruments are labeled with particles, MPI is also suited
for interventional imaging [12–14].
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Since its invention in 2001, and its first publication in
2005 [15], numerous improvements and variations of the
original idea have been developed in the field of instrumentation, field sequences, and particle synthesis. Still,
the basic principle remains: The particles are excited
with a set of excitation coils, and the change of the particle magnetization is recorded with inductive receiving
coils. The crucial step for obtaining the final image based
on the recorded signal is to apply a reconstruction step
that inverts the physical process happening during the
MPI experiment. Based on Faradays law of induction one
can show that the relation between the induced signals
and the particle concentration is linear and reconstruction thus involves the solution of a linear system of equa-
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tions. Since the linear system is ill-conditioned [16] it
requires an appropriate regularization technique to cope
with the noise in the measurements. Most researchers
apply Tikhonov regularization while recent works [17,
18] also use more sophisticated yet computationally expensive priors. The use of iterative solvers was initially
proposed in [19].
Figure 1: Dependency graph of MPIReco.jl including the most
important direct and indirect dependencies.

One increasingly important topic in the field of image
reconstruction is the question how to handle multi-patch
data, where a large region of interest is partitioned into
small patches sampled sequentially. In [20] and [21] an
algorithm for reconstructing multi-patch data in a joint
fashion ensuring consistency at patch boundaries has
been developed. A time and memory efficient implementation of the algorithm has been proposed in [22]. Another important field that has been established in [23] is
the field of multi-contrast reconstruction. Instead of calculating the distribution of a single tracer, multi-contrast
reconstruction is capable of determining the distribution
of several different tracers. The same technique can also
be used to determine environment parameters such as
viscosity [24], temperature [25], or particle size [26]. Nevertheless, whether for a multi-patch or a multi-contrast
reconstruction, the system matrices and, above all, the
linear systems of equations to be solved can grow rapidly
and thus drastically prolong the reconstruction time. A
method to counter this problem is the use of matrix compression techniques proposed in [27–29].

While there is growing stack of innovative reconstruction approaches, one increasing challenge is to apply
and validate the methods under comparable conditions.
This is due to the fact that research articles commonly
only provide the algorithmic description of the methods,
while no runnable code is provided. One exception is
the system matrix viewer published in [30]. The software
package MPIReco.jl aims at changing this situation by
providing an open software platform for a variety of MPI
reconstruction algorithms. MPIReco.jl is scanner agnostic and focuses on system matrix based reconstruction
algorithms. It implements a processing chain that was
originally developed in [19]. Beside baseline image reconstruction, MPIReco.jl also provides algorithms for more
sophisticated reconstruction schemes, such as efficient
joint multi-patch reconstruction [22], multi-gradient reconstruction [31], and multi-contrast reconstruction [23].
For accelerated image reconstruction MPIReco.jl implements matrix-compression techniques developed in [27–
29]. The present paper gives an overview of MPIReco.jl
and discusses its main design principles. Whenever we
use programming code in this work, we indicate it by
using a typewriter font.
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II. Overview
MPIReco.jl is implemented in the programming language
Julia [32]. Julia is a high-level multi-purpose programming language that is easy to use and allows to implement algorithms with a high degree of abstraction while
still generating efficient machine code. The language
fully supports generic programming and dispatches on
the type of function arguments (multiple dispatch). This
allows to have common function interfaces implemented
by different concrete types. Julia is equipped with a powerful package manager that facilitates a proper modularization of independent functionality. The complete
documentation and the description of how to install Julia can be found online.1 MPIReco.jl leverages this flexibility by using several existing Julia packages, which
can be found in the dependency graph shown in Figure 1. The two main dependencies are MPIFiles.jl [33]
and RegularizedLeastSquares.jl. The former provides a
unified access to different MPI raw data files such as
the files measured with the MPI scanner from Bruker or
vendor-independent magnetic particle imaging data format (MDF) files [34]. RegularizedLeastSquares.jl provides
different algorithms for solving regularized least squares
problems such as the Kaczmarz algorithm [35], which is
commonly used in MPI. In addition, more sophisticated
solvers like the fused lasso solver [17] are available.
MPIReco.jl is developed within a public Git repository hosted at Github.2 The project is part of the MagneticParticleImaging organization and contains online
documentation that can be accessed from the project
homepage. Bug reports, feature requests, and comments
can be made using an issue tracker. Any commit made
to MPIReco.jl is tested using continuous integration services. MPIReco.jl is supposed to run on any operating
system and platform that Julia itself supports. Currently,
the test suite runs successfully on Linux, OS X, and Windows.
The software package can be installed from Julia itself
by opening the package mode (by entering ] within Julia)
and then entering the following command:
1
2

https://julialang.org/
https://github.com/MagneticParticleImaging/
MPIReco.jl
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the user has all parameter freedoms and handles the data
as arrays. All of these reconstruction routines are called
reconstruction and the dispatch is done based on the
This will install the latest released version of MPIReco.jl. input types. Here, we exploit Julia’s powerful multipleIf you want to make changes to the package you can dispatch mechanism. In the following we discuss each
checkout the package for development by entering the level starting with the high-level reconstruction.
following command:

(v1.1) pkg> add MPIReco

II.II. High-level reconstruction
(v1.1) pkg> dev MPIReco
The files then can be edit within the following folder:

~/.julia/dev/MPIReco/

For the high-level reconstruction one first defines a structured dictionary recoParams which has the mandatory
parameter :measPath. The colon here is a special Julia
syntax for defining a symbol, which can be used as a key
in a dictionary. An example parameter set could look as
follows:

In this paper we consider version 0.1.1 of MPIReco.jl. The
package works on any Julia version greater than 1.0. We
recommend to always use the newest stable Julia version, which is version 1.1 at the time this paper has been
recoParams = Dict{Symbol,Any}()
published.

recoParams[:measPath] = fnMeas
recoParams[:SFPath] = fnSF
II.I. Background
recoParams[:frames] = 1:100
The system matrix based reconstruction approach con- recoParams[:numAverages] = 10
recoParams[:SNRThresh] = 4.0
siders the linear system of equations
recoParams[:lambda] = 0.001
Sc = u,
(1) recoParams[:iterations] = 10
where S ∈ CM ×N is the complex-valued system matrix,
u ∈ CM are the Fourier coefficients of the induced signals
and c ∈ RN is the particle concentration vector. The
first dimension of the matrix S does usually not only
encode the number of frequencies, but also the number
of receive channels and the number of patches. The
second dimension encodes the number of image voxels
and – in the case of multi-contrast MPI – the number of
contrasts (discussed in Section IV).
The linear system is usually not setup completely. Instead one first applies a filter according to specific rules
and loads only a subset of the matrix rows. The corresponding reduced system of equations then reads
S red c = u red ,

Here, fnMeas and fnSF are the paths of the measurement and the system matrix, respectively. Having defined the reconstruction parameters one can pass the
recoParams to the reconstruction function, which has
the following function signature:

reconstruction(recoParams::Dict)
Instead of putting all parameters into a dictionary one
can instead call reconstruction like this:

reconstruction(fnSF::AbstractString,
fnMeas::AbstractString;
(2)
kargs...)

where S red ∈ CM̃ ×N and u ∈ CM̃ . For 3D system matrices that can be larger than 30 GB, this data reduction is
crucial to avoid exceeding the main memory of the reconstruction computer. After filtering of the matrix rows
the linear system (2) is usually solved in a least-squares
fashion by calculating

Here, kargs are keyword arguments. The kargs...
syntax indicates that there can be various keyword arguments. The previous example would for instance translate into the following:

reconstruction(fnSF,
fnMeas;
frames = 1:100,
numAverages = 10,
where R is a regularization term that penalizes implauSNRThresh = 4.0,
sible solutions. For instance R can be the L 1 or the L 2
lambda = 0.001,
norm. The optimization problem (3) is commonly solved
iterations = 10)
using iterative solvers [19].
c Reco = argmin kS red c − u red k22 + R (c ),
c ∈RN ,c ≥0

(3)

MPIReco.jl provides different reconstruction levels
ranging from high level, where the user only has to hand
over the paths of the measurements to low level, where
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Keyword arguments play an important role in the design
of MPIReco.jl. The idea is that each reconstruction layer
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has a certain set of parameters that it will use while the
remaining parameters in kargs will be passed to the
next layer. This allows to make changes in the low-level
code without any necessity to make changes in one of
the higher levels.
The advantage of using a dictionary is that one can
keep all parameters in a single structure, which can be
copied, compared, saved in a file and so on. One common pattern is to perform reconstructions with varying
parameters, which can be done by first defining a dictionary with all static parameters and than loop over the
parameters that are to be varied. An example where the
regularization parameter is changed looks like this:

One can see that the frequency index is passed to this
function as the third argument, so that the user can easily
integrate own frequency selection algorithms and test
them in the reconstruction. The function is responsible
for loading the system matrix, the measurement data,
and potential background data that is subtracted from
the measurement. For any frame to be reconstructed,
the low-level reconstruction routine is called.

c = Any[]
for lambda in [0.001, 0.01, 0.1]
recoParams[:lambda] = lambda
cl = reconstruction(recoParams)
push!(c, cl)
end

reconstruction(S::Any,
u::Array;
kargs...)

II.IV. low-level reconstruction
Finally, we arrived at the low-level reconstruction routine
that has the following signature:

One can see that it requires the system matrix S
and the measurements u to be already loaded. On
purpose, the matrix S is not restricted in the type.
Instead of passing the filename as a string one can also For a regular reconstruction one will basically feed
pass an MPIFile, which is an abstract type describing an in a Matrix{ComplexF32}, although more precisely
MPI data file including all important information about it will be a transposed version of that type if the
the scans [34]. Different implementations of an MPIFile "kaczmarz" algorithm is being used. However, in
exist in MPIFiles.jl such as BrukerFile and MDFFile. case that matrix compression is applied S will be of
The function signature of the reconstruction function type SparseMatrixCSC. And for multi-patch reconthen looks like this:
struction S will be a dedicated type as well. The lowlevel reconstruction method calls one of the solvers
reconstruction(fSF::MPIFile,
from RegularizedLeastSquares.jl. At this level,
fMeas::MPIFile;
the user has all freedom and has to make sure that the
kargs...)
data is available in the correct format and dimension.
This also allows users to reconstruct data from other scanThe high-level reconstruction checks if the dataset is ners without having to convert it to a specific file format
a single-patch or a multi-patch dataset and then calls like the MDF.
the corresponding specialized functions. Additionally,
the function calls filterFrequencies from the MPIII.V. Solver
Files.jl package to select only a subset of all frequency
components as described in (2). The most important fre- The most important parameters for choosing the linear
quency selection parameters are outlined in Section II.VI. solver are outlined in the following table:
The high-level reconstruction is mainly suitable for users
who do not want to develop new methods themselves but
Parameter
Description
want to reconstruct their MPI data with the established
solver
Solver used for reconstruction
tools.
lambda or λ
Regularization parameter

II.III. Middle Level Reconstruction
The next layer of the reconstruction function looks like
this:

reconstruction(fSF::MPIFile,
fMeas::MPIFile,
freq::Vector;
kargs...)

10.18416/ijmpi.2019.1907001

shuffleRows
enforceReal
enforcePositive

Can be a scalar or a vector in
case of multiple regularizers
Shuffle rows in the Kaczmarz
algorithm
Enforce a real solution
Enforce a positive solution

The solver is chosen based on the solver keyword that
accepts a String, which in Julia is written using quotation
marks. Currently, solver can be any of "kaczmarz",
"cgnr", "fusedlasso". Depending on the solver,
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there can be additional keyword arguments. For instance II.VII. General Parameters
all iterative algorithms have an argument iterations
that controls the number of iterations being used. All Beside the frequency selection parameters, following pasolvers providing Tikhonov regularization have a param- rameters are important to control the reconstruction proeter lambda that controls the regularization parameter. cess:
When using a single regularization term, like L 2 reguParameter
Description
larization, lambda can be a scalar Float64 value. In
frames
Frames to be reconstructed
case of multiple regularizers, lambda has to be a vector
numAverages
Number of block averages
of floats. The "fusedlasso" solver, for instance, imspectralLeakage- Flag for enabling spectral
plements L 1 and T V regularization. Therefore, lambda
leakage correction
Correction
needs to be of length two. The "kaczmarz" solver has an
emptyMeas
Empty measurement, has to
additional boolean parameter shuffleRows that allows
be an MPIFile. Otherwise
to use a randomized version of the Kaczmarz algorithm.
specify emptyMeasPath
The parameters enforceReal and enforcePositive
bgFrames
Frames within the empty
are also boolean and can be used to enforce the solution
measurement that are taken
to be real and positive, respectively.
for background estimation
bgCorrectionFlag if internal background
Internal
frames are used for backII.VI. Frequency Selection Parameters
ground subtraction
The most important parameters that can be used to con- The most important parameter here is frames, which is
trol the frequency selection are listed in the following used to specify the frames that should be reconstructed.
table:
When setting for instance numAverages = 100 and
frames = 1:1000 one will obtain 10 reconstructed images where for each image a block of 100 raw data frames
Parameter
Description
has been averaged prior to reconstruction.
minFreq
Minimum frequency threshold
The flag spectralLeakageCorrection controls
maxFreq
Maximum frequency threshold
whether a spectral leakage correction is applied when
SNRThresh
SNR threshold
the data is loaded. For this purpose three neighbourrecChannels
Selected receive channels
ing frames are windowed with a Hann window and the
Can be a vector like [1,2,3]
average of the three frames is taken.
or a range like 1:2
maxMixingOrder Maximum mixing order
Background subtraction can be done by specifying
emptyMeas, which can either be another file that has
It is very common to remove frequency components that been measured with an empty bore or the same file as
are below the noise floor, which can be done by choosing is used for reconstruction. The later is useful in case
SNRThresh > 1. The restriction of the receive channel that the measurement is initiated with an empty scanner
can be important when investigating the influence of bore. The frames taken for background subtraction are
the receive channels on the reconstruction result [36] or specified by bgFrames. All frames are averaged before
when using a custom receiver as was done in [3]. The they are subtracted. Instead of using a dedicated empty
parameters minFreq and maxFreq can be used to cut measurement file, one can also use internal empty meaoff all frequencies below or above the specialised borders surements, if the file to be reconstructed contains backas for example to cut off the drive field frequencies. For ground frames. 3For instance, the MDF data within the
the Bruker scanner used in e.g. [37] having excitation fre- Open MPI Data contain empty measurements within
quencies between 24.510 kHz and 26.042 kHz, one can the files itself.
remove the excitation frequencies by setting minFreq to
27000. Since the analog filter used to damp the excita- II.VIII. Reconstruction Result
tion frequencies is not sharp, one may in practise use a
The return value c of reconstruction except for the
higher frequency cut-off.
low-level variant is not a simple Array but a high level
As an alternative to the SNR threshold, frequency sewrapper around the data. In particular two wrappers
lection can also be based in mixing orders [38] by speciare applied. The first is an AxisArray, which gives the
fying the parameter maxMixingOrder putting an upper
dimensions of c a name, a range, and units. The second
bound on the mixing order of the frequency components.
is an ImageMeta, which is basically just the regular array
The mixing order was introduced in [39] and there is
a monotonic dependency between mixing factors and 3 https://magneticparticleimaging.github.io/
SNR [19].
OpenMPIData.jl/latest/
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plus a dictionary that can hold arbitrary metadata. In
In principle, MPIReco.jl will automatically detect that
order to get rid of the wrappers one can call the following: the provided measurement file fMeas contains multiple
patches and will then invoke the multi-patch reconstruction. In case that the patches are measured in separate
c.data.data
measurements one can create a multi-patch file using
the following constructor:
The first .data will take of the ImageMeta wrapper,
while the second .data will take of the AxisArray wrapper.
fMultiPatch = MultiMPIFile([fnPatch1, ...,
fnPatchL])
But there is reason to work with the ImageMeta type.
For instance, the reconstruction result can be stored by
calling the following function:
Here, fnPatch1, ..., fnPatchL are the filenames
of the single-patch measurements.
If only a single system matrix is passed to the reconsaveRecoData("reco.mdf", c)
struction, MPIReco.jl will assume shift-invariance and
If we inspect the stored data using an HDF5 viewer, we use the provided system matrix for all patches. Due to
can see that all acquisition parameters are stored cor- field imperfections, it can be advantageous to use a dedrectly and that even the reconstruction parameters are icated system matrix per patch. This can be done by
stored. This was only possible since this data was present passing several system matrices to the reconstruction:
in the ImageMeta wrapper. If we want to load the stored
image we can call the following function:

fSF = MultiMPIFile([fnSFPatch1, ...,
fnSFPatchL])

cmdf = loadRecoData("reco.mdf")

c = reconstruction(fSF, fMultiPatch;
kargs...)
The object cmdf is of the same type and content as the
originally reconstructed object c.
We note that the storage of reconstruction data into Here, fnSFPatch1, ..., fnSFPatchL are the filean MDF has the advantage that it is lossless. The disadvantage is that common image viewers such as ImageJ
will not be capable of loading the data. For this purpose
one can use the NIfTI.jl or the DICOM.jl package both of
which are under development.
The reconstructed image c has always five dimensions. Keeping the number of dimensions static has the
advantage that the user knows exactly what to expect
from the reconstruction method, which is the key for
writing type-stable code. The first dimension of c is the
channel dimension. The dimension will be a singleton
dimension unless a multi-contrast reconstruction is performed. More details on that will follow in Section IV. The
2nd to 4th dimension of c are the three spatial dimensions Nx , Ny , Nz of which some can again be singleton
dimensions in case that 1D or 2D reconstructions are
performed. The 5th dimension of c is the frame dimension. It encodes the number of (averaged) frames being
reconstructed.

names of the system matrices. It is also possible to use
less than L but more than one system matrix. In that
case, one has to pass an index vector of length L to the
reconstruction function as the keyword argument
mapping. The vector specifies, which system matrix
within the MultiMPIFile is to be used for a certain
patch. As an example where two system matrices should
be used to reconstruct four patches, the following mapping could be used:

mapping = [1,1,2,2]
With this, patches one and two are reconstructed with
the first system matrix and patches three and four with
the second system matrix.

IV. Multi-Contrast

MPIReco.jl also implements algorithms that are commonly known as multi-contrast or multi-colored reconIII. Multi-Patch
struction. Let D be the number of colors or channels.
Then,
the multi-contrast reconstruction solves the linear
For multi-patch reconstruction a generalized version of
system
of equations
the method proposed in [22] is integrated into MPIReco.jl.
The algorithm integrates the data from different patches
 
c1
into a single linear system of equations and then per .
S 1 · · · S D  ..  = u ,
(4)
forms a joint reconstruction [20]. In the sequel, we consider a multi-patch experiment with L patches.
cD
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where c d , d = 1, . . . , D are the individual channels being
reconstructed and S d , d = 1, . . . , D are the system matrices required for reconstruction. For instance, in the
initial publication by Rahmer et al. [23], D was 3 and
the three system matrices were measured with different
tracer materials.
To perform a multi-contrast reconstruction using
MPIReco.jl one needs the filenames of the different system matrices fnS1, ..., fnSD. Then, one can create
a multi-contrast file handle by calling the following constructor:

fSF = MultiContrastFile([fnS1, ..., fnSD])
With that one can then call the regular reconstruction
method:

c = reconstruction(fSF, fMeas; kargs...)
MPIReco.jl will automatically load the system matrices in
a way that they are combined into the composed matrix
outlined in (4). For the frequency selection an intersection is performed ensuring that the same matrix rows are
available for each system matrix.
We note that reconstruction will return an array
that encodes the color channel in its first dimension. If
c is the return value of reconstruction, then the d -th
channel can be accessed by c[d,:,:,:,:].

7
instance one might implement a custom frequency selection algorithm and then call the corresponding reconstruction layer that gets a frequency index as argument.
This shows that MPIReco.jl targets both the user that just
wants to perform standard reconstruction by employing
the high-level interface and the MPI reconstruction expert that might want to make changes in the lower levels
of the reconstruction stack.
MPIReco.jl is an active open source project and will
evolve from the state that is described in the current paper. But the function signatures and parameter names
listed in this paper are not expected to change anymore.
We have omitted several more experimental parameters
that affect functionality that is still in flux. Nevertheless, further changes can be retrieved and tracked on the
project website.4
MPIReco.jl is also used by the Open MPI Data initiative.5 The latter was created to provide experimental MPI
data to other researchers who do not have direct access
to an MPI scanner. Together with MPIReco.jl, the Open
MPI Data initiative enables comparison against state of
the art algorithms on standardized datasets, when researchers develop new reconstruction algorithms. By
integrating new algorithms into MPIReco.jl, the reproducibility of studies can be significantly increased.
While currently MPIReco.jl is restricted to the reconstruction based on a system matrix, the framework could
in-principle be enhanced to also implement x -space
reconstruction [40]. This will require a new parameter
responsible for switching between a system matrix based
reconstruction and an x -space reconstruction.

V. Matrix-Compression
The reconstruction can be accelerated by applying matrix compression. To this end, the system matrix S is
transformed into a different domain by applying a basis transformation on the rows of the system matrix. In
MPIReco.jl, matrix compression can be enabled by specifying sparseTrafo, which can be "DCT-IV" or "FFT".
The transformations can be restricted to the drivefield field-of-view by setting useDFFoV = true. The
compression factor that controls how many coefficients
are dropped after application of the transformation is
controlled by the parameter redFactor. For instance a
reduction factor of redFactor = 0.01 will drop 99 %
of the data.

VII. Conclusion
In conclusion, MPIReco.jl is a versatile software package for the reconstruction of magnetic particle imaging data. It focuses on system matrix based reconstruction, can handle single-patch, multi-patch, and multicontrast data, and implements matrix compression techniques for accelerated reconstruction. MPIReco.jl is implemented in Julia and optimized in runtime performance. It makes state-of-the-art reconstruction algorithms accessible for other researchers and complements
the Open MPI data initiative, which provides users without an MPI scanner experimental measurement data that
can be used for validation purposes.

VI. Discussion
This paper gave an overview on the functionality and
design principles of the Julia package MPIReco.jl. By
providing access to the individual layers of the reconstruction chain from low level until high level, the user
can change individual parts of the reconstruction chain,
without the need to change the code of MPIReco.jl. For
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MPIReco.jl
5 https://github.com/MagneticParticleImaging/
OpenMPIData.jl
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